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Abstract— Users have been using text passwords, graphical 

passwords for authentication on different websites because 

they are easy and simple to remember. User's nowadays 

have many accounts on different websites and have to 

remember all passwords for login purpose. Users therefore 

choose easy to remember passwords which are not safe and 

can be easily hacked. Hackers can easily hack by using 

different malicious program and threats. To make this 

process of remembering passwords easy, provide security 

and to protect user's privacy in this paper we are developing 

one time password authentication scheme of web based 

security analysis using mobile phone application. It is 

authentication protocol which involves user's mobile and 

short message service to prevent reuse attacks, phishing, 

password stealing and other related attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today's modern world people have become more 

advanced. The use of websites and other internet services to 

communicate with other people. People have many accounts 

on different websites and many different passwords to be 

remembered .The problem with password-based user 

authentication is that user's are not able to remember all 

passwords. User's know that easy passwords are not safe 

still they choose that. Text passwords have an alternative 

graphical password to remember images instead of words 

but it is not that effective. User's have difficulty in 

remembering complex passwords. A One Time Password  is 

applicable for only one session on computer or other digital 

device . Using OTP's help us to avoid many complications. 

One Time Passwords can also protect us from various 

attacks .User doesn’t have to remember or type passwords 

anymore. The system is developed by using various 

technologies such as MySQL, java, Android SDK and so on. 

Java is a computer programming language. It has automatic 

garbage collection to manage memory. MySQL is known as 

world's widely used open service database. It is used for 

creating database .All passwords are stored in database in 

encrypted form. This passwords are recalled when user need 

to login on a particular website. 

II. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 

In traditional system, users have to remember all passwords 

while login on any website. Another crucial problem is that 

users reuse passwords across various websites Users forget 

hard passwords so users would choose weak passwords. 

Weak passwords can hack easily by creating phishing site. 

So that this  process is now integrated in one platform so 

that user does not have to remember passwords and or type 

any passwords into untrusted public computers for 

authentication Hacker does not hack user username and 

password Applying Random-Key Functional Method. Major 

goals of this system are: 

 Password reuse can prevent and weak password can be 

avoided. 

 In opass SMS secure registration and recovery is an out 

of band communication interface. 

 Protection from phishing. 

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

The main aim of OPASS system is to generate one time 

password for getting authentication instead of entering 

password again and again. Now a day it is very difficult for 

the user to remember number of passwords. OPASS system 

helps the user by storing all the passwords. 

User authentication protocol which involves a 

mobile phone and a message service to protect passwords 

from the hackers. The process mainly require a mobile 

phone to generate one time password and a SMS service to 

send the  generated OTP on users trusted mobile device. 

Users have to download and start the App. As soon as user 

starts the App he/she have to add the websites for which 

user wants to store. As soon as user click on to the website 

for login, user information will be send to server like IP 

address, key etc. Then server will check whether the 

particular users information is there in the database or not, if 

it is there then OTP is send to the user on his/her mobile 

phone by entering that key user gets the authentication. 

 
Fig. 3.1: System Flow Chart 
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IV. ADVANTAGES 

 Users are not required to remember their passwords. 

 It is very difficult for the hacker to hack username and 

password using any random methods. 

 Different passwords are used for each login. 

 OPASS is mainly adopted by users to deal with 

phishing attacks. 

 It becomes easy for the user to login to web services 

directly without entering passwords. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Opass is a user authentication protocol that involves user's 

mobile phone and message service to prevent password 

from stealing. User's only need to remember only one 

password for mobile application for login on different 

websites. Web based security analysis of opass 

authentication schemes using mobile application is 

acceptable and reliable for users and also easy to use. The 

performance of opass is better than graphical and text 

password schemes. In login process individual is provided 

access to computer system is controlled by identifying and 

authenticating the user referring to credentials presented by 

the user. This protocol applied in many security areas such 

as, Networking, Online shopping. In opass password 

recovery is considered and it also supported when users lose 

their cell phones. 
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